
6 - Animal Helpers  
MOST CHILDREN look upon their cats and dogs as affectionate companions, 

bound to them by strong ties of love and loyalty. On a farm, they quickly take full charge 
of colts, lambs, calves, and kids, giving them infinite care and consideration. Young 
animals-or small ones-seem to be a child's natural playmates. 

Man has not been satisfied merely to raise animals as he found them in nature. 
He has carefully selected and mated stocks, developing in his animals the qualities that 
serve him best. He has bred meat animals that give more meat, fur bearers that give 
more fur. He has created different varieties of dogs-over three hundred are known today- 
for practically every conceivable purpose. Still, if he lets some of his animals go-cats, for 
example in a few generations they become wild creatures again. 

There is plenty of food for thought and talk when you take your children on a 
family excursion to a farm and see domestic animals in their proper setting, or encounter 
a cat, a dog, or a horse on city streets. They are our friends and helpers. We take them 
completely for granted.  

Dogs 
Dogs are "sniffers." They depend on their sense of smell much more than on the 

other senses, and with good reason. The soft damp skin that covers the dog's nose 
carries all scents to the wide nostrils, which can be lifted in any direction. The upper 
sides are slitted. This enables the nostrils to quiver, making them even more sensitive to 
odors. 

You will notice that a dog investigates strangers by sniffing. If the scent he 
detects has pleasant associations, he accepts the stranger as a friend, On the other 
hand, the dog may immediately turn hostile if the scent is distasteful-that is, if it suggests 
a person who has been unkind, or perhaps the odor of another dog. 

A dog will frequently rely on his nose where another creature would use its eyes. 
If he loses something-a bone, say, or a toy, he does not look for it; he sniffs until he 
locates it. A foxhound stays on the trail of a fox for many miles, guided by a scent which 
may be several hours old. This ability has been put to good use in several breeds. An 
outstanding example is the bloodhound, which does an extraordinary job of tracking 
down lost or straying people when all other means have failed. 

Your youngster will be better equipped to take care of his pet if he is aware that 
the nose is an index of well-being. When the nose of a dog-or of any other moist-nosed 
animal-becomes dry, it is a sure indication of illness. 

KEEN EYES AND EARS 
We admire a dog's eyes as "beautifully soft" or "soulful" rather than "keen." The 

fact is, though, that dogs are sharp-sighted, despite their reliance on their sense of smell 
when it comes to locating misplaced articles. Dogs even see fairly well in the dark, 
though probably inferior to cats in this respect. We have an interesting contrast in breeds 
in the hunting dog, which stays on an old or recent trail guided solely by scent, and the 
greyhound, swiftest of all large dogs, which hunts by sight. 

In most dogs the iris is a rich brown-though puppies usually have blue eyes-and 
the pupil, as in human eyes, is round. 



There is a considerable range of difference in the shape and appearance of the 
outer ears of dogs. This might lead us to expect a great deal of variation in hearing 
ability. Actually, however, most breeds of dogs enjoy an acute sense of hearing. 
Whether the animal has long or short earflaps, the act of "pricking up his ears" is typical 
of an alert dog. As the hound lifts his long ears they form tubes, thereby bringing sound 
more effectively to the inner ear. 

DOGS ARE GOOD RUNNERS 
Most dogs are strong runners, although running ability varies quite a bit from one 

breed to another. Dogs have long muscular legs and when they are running their lithe 
bodies extend full length. The feet are adapted for running, as they are protected by 
thick fleshy pads. Another aid in running is the fact that the dog's claws do not draw in as 
the cat's do; this gives the feet additional protection. 

The legs and feet of dogs and cats have interestingly contrasted qualities, for the 
cat is a jumper rather than a runner. The cat's legs are delicate, but its hips are very 
powerful. These factors, plus the lightness of its foot pads, make it an admirable jumper. 
But the cat's claws, excellent though they are for grasping and fighting, are pulled in and 
thus afford no protection to running feet. 

DOGS HAVE HEARTY APPETITES 
Nowadays we generally feed our dog pets daintily with bits of food cut up in 

approved civilized fashion; but they are still capable of gulping down large chunks. A 
friend of mine who takes his dog with him on hunting trips has learned to be alert in 
picking up a rabbit after the kill; on several occasions the hound arrived first and 
swallowed the rabbit whole! Not only can dogs swallow in bulk; they digest the food 
without any trouble. 

Your child may point to the dog as an example of why he need not chew his food. 
In that case you can explain the interesting difference in the shape of the teeth which 
drastically alters the case. Where we have molar teeth fitted for grinding (and hence 
chewing), the dog has molars that are more suited for cutting. Watch him work on a 
bone, gnawing first with the back teeth on one side and then on the other. His canine 
teeth, like those of the wolf, are his chief weapons. 

HOW DOGS TALK 
A dog has feelings of affection, anger, fear, jealousy, sorrow, and joy; he can 

express all of them by his voice. He whines when he is afraid, growls when angry, and 
sometimes yips for sheer joy. His bark is expressive of defiance or excitement. He has 
still another medium of expression in his tail: It wags when he is happy and wants to 
express friendliness, stands stiff when he is angry, and droops between his legs when 
he is dejected or ashamed. Sometimes in the theater you see "talking dogs"-animals that 
have been taught to answer questions with barks that approximate responses. Actually 
any intelligent dog needs little training before you can say of him, "He all but talks." 

WHEN A CHILD FEARS DOGS 
Parents who are dog enthusiasts are often disconcerted to find that their children 

fear these animals. Experiments tend to prove that a child's timidity with animals is 
explained by some prior unpleasant encounter, or by his associating an animal with 
some frightening experience-possibly entirely unrelated to the animal. At the same time I 
cannot help also crediting a very simple theory-that the generally unpredictable actions 
of dogs and their sudden movements are enough to make some youngsters wary and 



hence distrustful of them. There is also the matter of size: To a toddler, even a spaniel 
must appear as large as a lion does to an adult. 

As a very young explorer in the world my son had a caution toward dogs and 
cats that might have been interpreted as fear. We had no hint of any plausible reason for 
his attitude, but we never ridiculed or lectured him about it. We did give him every 
opportunity to see that we considered these animals good friends, and by the time he 
was five he wanted nothing so much as a dog of his own. 

Some people believe that a dog, through its sense of smell, or some instinct, 
knows whether a person is afraid of him; and that the animal has one attitude toward a 
brave soul, another toward a timid one. Presenting a bold front is undoubtedly the best 
approach when dealing with a strange or unfriendly dog-all the more so as there is 
evidence to indicate that an animal cannot detect well-concealed fear. 

A doctor of circus animals once confessed that throughout his career he had to 
struggle with actual terror whenever called upon to treat a sick tiger or leopard or other 
creature capable of great violence. Luckily he was able to mask his fear by keeping his 
voice stern and his actions incisive. In this way he remained master of the situation. But, 
the doctor added, if animals had any way of "sensing" fear in a human being, he would 
surely have been found out, and his career ended before it had fairly started. 

THE WILD STRAIN IN OUR DOGS 
There is a widespread belief that the wolf was the dog's ancestor, but we now 

know that this theory is only partially correct. We can clearly trace some of the modern 
dog's outstanding traits to its wild ancestors. When a dog gives chase, he usually barks-
a throwback to the wild pack that barked or bayed to keep together while hunting. 
Similarly, the modern dog's habit of turning around a number of times before lying down 
makes no sense to us, but he owes this characteristic to his distant ancestors-it was the 
way they made themselves a comfortable place for lying down in brush, grass, or reeds. 
Your dog gains nothing by such actions in a modern home, but he repeats them instinc-
tively just the same. Sometimes when a dog is gazing at the moon or when he hears 
music he will emit a series of mournful howls. This too may be a reversion to the past-to 
the time when the "pack" was called together, perhaps to hunt by moonlight. 

Dog breeds have been developed to meet specific needs. The ancient Greeks 
bred dogs small enough to sit comfortably in ladies' laps-with a view to keeping the 
owner's stomach warm! 

In England there was a need for quite a different kind of dog. Almost a thousand 
years ago a breed was developed there with a retreating nose, an undershot jaw, and 
menacing teeth. It was to become known as the bulldog, for its special purpose was to 
fight bulls-a ferocious sport that enjoyed great popularity for hundreds of years. The 
peculiar formation of the bulldog's snout enabled him to breathe easily while biting and 
gripping a bull. 

The Scottish terrier is another good example of special breeding. Its shaggy 
eyebrows evolved from breeders' efforts to provide these small hunting dogs with 
protection against dirt as they dug into fox holes and carried out other hunting chores. 

Even dog styles had a practical purpose at the time of their origin. Poodles, used 
as retrievers, had wool left on their chest to protect them against cold while the flanks 
were shaved to streamline them for swimming. Ear-cropping became the fashion in the 



eighteenth century to guard the floppy ears of hunting dogs against being torn in the 
underbrush. 

Today, in our highly mechanical age, dogs are still being bred and trained for 
specific purposes, performing tasks which no machines have been able to take over. 
One of the most interesting ways to study the specialized dog breeds is to read stories 
about dogs. Fortunately there is an abundance of them that you can read together with 
your child, who will be delighted with them. Aside from the ageless classics, good 
adventure tales about dogs are constantly being written. 

THE ST. BERNARD 
In his Book of Famous Dogs, Albert Payson Terhune gives a touching description 

of Barry, a St. Bernard that rescued as many as forty travelers from death in the snow 
during the first ten years of his life. 

Until a great tunnel was cut through the Alps in relatively recent times, travelers 
had to make their way on foot over the snow-clad mountain slopes. Frequently they lost 
their way or were overtaken by a blizzard. The rescue of such unfortunates presented a 
baffling problem, especially to the monks of the monastery of St. Bernard situated at the 
crest of the mountain pass. We can only guess at how much these good men of nearly a 
thousand years ago understood of "natural history," but we do know that they solved the 
problem effectively. 

What they did was to secure strong, oversized yellowish dogs (whose ancestors 
may have come from Central Asia), and to breed them carefully for many generations. 
This resulted in the breed we know as the St. Bernard. Not only are St. Bernards still 
used in Europe to find people lost in the snow and bring them aid; these dogs are 
beloved pets in many homes of our own country. Their gentle and benign character 
makes them perfect companions for children. 

SEEING EYE DOGS 
In almost any city or town in America you may chance to see a remarkable man-

and-dog-team walking along quickly and confidently. Before you are fully aware of the 
implications, the boy or girl with you may exclaim: 

"There's a Seeing Eye dog!" 

It seems incredible that up to the last few decades there were no Seeing Eye 
dogs. And there might still be none if not for the extraordinary pioneering work of 
Dorothy Eustis a generation ago. Mrs. Eustis happened to own a particularly wise and 
faithful German shepherd dog. The animal's joy in serving his mistress started her on a 
long road of research, breeding, and training to develop super service dogs. 

After establishing a school that graduated dogs thoroughly trained to work with 
policemen, help patrol penitentiaries, and aid in war maneuvers, Mrs. Eustis carried on a 
work that had already been started in Germany-educating dogs to be the "eyes" of blind 
people. Her pioneering eventually led to the establishment of The Seeing Eye 
organization. 

THE GERMAN SHEPHERD 
The chances are that the Seeing Eye dog you will encounter on your walk is a 

German shepherd. Your young companion is likely to inquire, "Are shepherds always 
used for Seeing Eye dogs?" 



As a matter of fact they are not-though it is true that most of the dogs graduated 
by The Seeing Eye are shepherds. The ability not only to assimilate education but to use 
reasoning power as well is inherent to some degree in most shepherds. Other breeds 
may respond brilliantly to training, but there is a difference. 

The French poodle, for example, one of the outstandingly intelligent dogs, has a 
keen memory and is remarkably quick. The poodle could learn the routine of guiding a 
blind person in considerably shorter time than it takes the German shepherd. But the 
poodle would then probably carry out any command given by his master, regardless of 
consequences. The shepherd, on the other hand, makes his own decision-to hold back if 
a "forward" command means trouble. 

How Seeing Eye Dogs Are Trained: Another almost inevitable question is, 
"How are the dogs taught to do their work?" This query is constantly being put to the 
members of The Seeing Eye staff. A complete answer would literally fill volumes, but we 
can get some idea of the thoroughness of the program from a knowledge of the work 
and study required to become a teacher in the organization. 

The apprenticeship is a lengthy one. First the newcomer must spend several 
months working as a kennel assistant, feeding and cleaning the dogs and turning them 
out to exercise. Only then is he ready to start primary work in obedience training. He 
studies voice culture in order to learn the best inflections to use in speaking to the dogs; 
he learns hand and body movements that supplement spoken commands in the early 
training stages. 

Only after the student teacher has mastered the technique o!' command does he 
start actual work with dogs-some of them partly trained, others completely undisciplined. 
His next step is to experience the actual sensations of a sightless person: For a month 
he constantly wears a lightproof shield over his eyes. He is then ready to work with 
human pupils. 

A blind person who is eligible for a dog-guide must live at the headquarters of 
The Seeing Eye in Morristown, New Jersey, during the period of training with the dog 
that is to become his guide. 

As for the training of the dogs, members of The Seeing Eye staff will tell you that 
their method stresses kindness. The principle is sound for training any kind of dog; for 
kindness and patience are the basic ingredients that spell success with a German 
shepherd pup just as much as with your faithful old Rover. 

DOGS IN THE HOME 

With more than a hundred breeds to choose from, the wise parent will give 
careful consideration to the type that is best for his household. In all fairness to yourself, 
your child, and the pet, you want to select an animal that you can take care of properly 
without overtaxing your time, purse, or housing accommodations. 

Training a dog pet can be a fascinating project. There is much in the training of 
dogs that duplicates the upbringing of a child! Good health is important: A tired, nervous 
creature will not respond to the best trainer. Patience, consistent rules and actions, 
determination-all these are essential to successful training. Like a child, the dog does his 
best for someone who understands him and whom he likes. 

The age of a dog is less important than we are led to believe by the saying, "You 
can't teach an old dog new tricks." Nine year-old dogs have been taught tricks and even 



trained as dependable hunting companions. It is true, however, that the earlier training is 
begun, the easier it is likely to be. 

Cats 
Most children love cats, and they recite the nursery rhyme "I love little pussy" 

with genuine feeling. But as they grow older, they find that their feline companions have 
many critics and even enemies. Some people feel that cats should be done away with 
because, given a chance, they kill birds. Others, who doubtless have in mind abandoned 
"strays" that try to make a living from garbage cans, claim that cats are dirty animals. 
Another charge is that cats are incapable of loyalty and affection. 

But cats have their defenders as well-many people champion them with fiery 
zeal. And, as they can prove, cats are devoted to their masters if they are treated kindly. 
They also render valuable service in preying on the rats and mice that must be kept in 
check. And cats are wonderfully adaptable; if they have to, they can live by their wits in 
the manner of jungle beasts, though they can be kept happy and healthy in a city 
apartment. 

SEEING IN THE DARK 
The ability of cats to see well in the dark long ago gave them a touch of the 

macabre: People came to associate them with the nighttime activities of witches and 
hobgoblins, particularly on Halloween. Because of this reputation, children are especially 
interested to know just how cats' eyes function. 

Back of the eye is a reflecting surface which catches and reflects any available 
bit of light. The resulting glow enables the cat to see in situations where our eyes are 
inadequate. The startling green glare given off by a cat's eyes is due to this reflection, its 
eye being almost completely covered by the pupil. During the day the pupil is narrowed 
down to a mere slit. In adult cats the iris is usually yellow; in kittens it may be blue or 
green. 

SENSITIVE FEELERS 
Cats, like dogs, have moist noses, and their senses of smell and hearing are 

keen. The hairs in a cat's ears, far from being obstructions, are sensitive aids in catching 
sounds. Cats can detect vibrations beyond the range of the human ear. They are often 
critical of musical performances, removing themselves as far as possible from shrill radio 
music or singing practice in the home. 

The hairs on a cat's face-its whiskers-are also valuable as "feelers." A set of 
whiskers contains between twenty-five and thirty hairs. If you look at them closely, you 
will note that they are set in four lines above and at the sides of the mouth, where they 
are connected to sensitive nerves. Feelers are useful to hunters, especially night 
hunters, as Pussy is when in its natural state; the hairs supply information about the 
underbrush or other terrain through which the animal is moving. 

Stalking and pouncing on prey come as naturally to a cat as breathing. Where 
the dog uses sheer power and speed, the cat resorts to stealth and cunning. Having 
discovered the haunts of a possible victim, the cat crouches motionless until the right 
instant to spring. The weight of the marauder's body knocks down the rabbit, mouse, or 
other victim-which the cat then seizes with its sharp hooked claws and its strong canine 
teeth to make the kill. 



If you look into Pussy's mouth you can see the equipment of a real prowler of the 
jungle. There are two big sharp tushes in each jaw. Its molars are sharp-edged wedges, 
perfectly adapted for cutting up meat. Its tongue is so rough it can rasp juices from meat. 

Under the conditions of modern civilization cats are often expected to be split 
personalities: alert hunters ready to pounce on any rodent that shows itself, and at the 
same time restrained and even friendly neighbors to all birds, tame or wild. Actually cats 
are intelligent enough to refrain from molesting birds if they are properly trained toward 
that end while still young. The most successful training method seems to be that of 
association creating situations where the cat can observe its mistress or master being 
friendly with birds and expecting the cat to help in protecting them. Punishment as a 
means of curing bird-hunting cats is usually quite unsuccessful. 

CATS ARE MODEL MOTHERS 
It is a rare cat mother that shirks her responsibility to her kittens. As a rule, even 

before they are born she shows her solicitude by looking for a dark secluded spot for 
their entrance into the world-just as in the primitive state a cat sought a dark cave for the 
event. Though kittens are active almost immediately after birth, they do not start to open 
their eyes until after five days or so. Within ten days the eyes are fully open. 

Meanwhile the mother nurses the kittens and industriously washes them from 
nose-tip to tail with her rough tongue. She allows them to romp and play boisterously-
even to the extent of frolicking over and around her; but if they go too far she will box 
their ears soundly. 

When they are older she gives them lessons in hunting, if circumstances permit, 
showing all the tricks at her command for catching mice and other prey. She will even 
instruct them in the fine art of backing down a tree trunk-an important accomplishment 
for a cat. Instinct prompts cats to climb, but many a cat that has had no coaching may 
reach the top of a tree and then be too terrified to descend. Often a fire company or the 
S.P.C.A. must come to the rescue! 

CHILDREN AND CATS 
When a cat-and this is even truer of a kitten-is brought into the home, training is 

usually desirable in more than one respect. Not only must we teach the little animal how 
to fit into the family program; we also need to instruct the children of the family how to 
handle and treat their pet. 

A frightened cat or one that has been excited or angered by teasing, may inflict 
serious scratches on a child. It is not difficult to teach even a small child to pick up a cat 
properly-by approaching it from the back or side and placing one arm under the cat's 
forelegs and the other around its body underneath the abdomen. The best way to pick 
up a little kitten is by placing your hand under its body. Grasping the scruff of its neck will 
not hurt a cat, but it is not a sensation that the animal enjoys; it is best to resort to it only 
for disciplinary reasons. 

CAT LANGUAGE 
Children will quickly learn something of the cat's own language: the happy purr, 

the soft mew of contentment, the begging meow of hunger, the frightened yowl, the shrill 
battle cry when the cat is involved in a fight. The cat's body is just as expressive as its 
voice. A lashing tail (in contrast to a dog's happy wag) is a sign of angry excitement. At 
such times the cat's ears lie back-and if it is badly frightened, its hair stands on end over 
its entire body and tail. 



WHERE CATS CAME FROM 
There is much about the ancestry of domestic cats that remains a mystery. Many 

conflicting theories have been advanced from time to time regarding their origin. 

The striped tabby pattern is a strong indication that the forebear of our pets of 
today was either the European wildcat or the African wildcat, for both of these species 
have a striped pattern. 

But which of the two was the original ancestor is a question that has been hotly 
debated. The most generally held opinion favors the African or Kaffir cat, which was 
tamed by the ancient Egyptians. For centuries the domestic short-hair cats have mated 
haphazardly, and as a result there is more variation in their size and form than in any 
other breeds. 

PERSIAN CATS 
The Persian, or long-hair, cat is generally believed to have originated somewhere 

in East Asia. Though its long silky coat and fluffy tail give the Persian infinite grace, it is 
not so lithe in build as the short-hair cats. Its body and legs are both short and compact. 
"Refined" seems the most suitable adjective for the Persian. It is characteristically 
unaggressive, lofty in its bearing, and has a soft, well-modulated voice. 

SIAMESE CATS 
The Siamese cat is a comparative newcomer to America, the first of the breed 

having been imported from England little more than fifty years ago. Only a few years 
before that a famous pair named Pho and Mia were first brought to England from Siam. 
The Siamese cat is distinguished by its form-its hind legs, being longer than the front 
ones, give the body a slight tilt upward from the shoulder to pelvis, and its head is long 
and wedge-shaped with a flat forehead. 

The Siamese cat also has a peculiar coloration, which varies with three 
distinctive types. The seal point Siamese has cream or fawn-colored body fur, with face, 
ears, legs, and tail a seal brown. Its slanted eyes are a deep sapphire blue. In the blue 
point Siamese, the body color may be cream or pale blue with the points (or markings) a 
deeper blue. As for the chocolate Siamese, it has a deeper body tone and rich brown 
markings. 

The acrobatic ability of Siamese cats, combined with their great 
mischievousness, gave rise to the legend that their ancestry was part monkey. The 
legend is completely fanciful, but it is amusing to recall it as you watch a Siamese 
climbing, leaping, twisting its tail and in general performing "monkeyshines." 

THE MANX 
One of the oddities of animal life is the Manx-a cat without a tail! This breed, 

whose ancestors hailed from the Isle of Man in the Irish Sea, has a particularly mild and 
trusting nature and as a pet is especially easy to train and manage. 

Pet Shows and Pictures 
Once your children are interested in the different breeds of cats and dogs, 

attending a pet show becomes a worthwhile family excursion. At such an exhibit you can 
see fine specimens of many breeds and observe the fascinating results of specialized 
training. If you live in a neighborhood where a number of children own dogs and cats, it 
is possible to stage a strictly home-style pet show guaranteed to provide fun as well as 



an added incentive for the young masters and mistresses to have their pets well 
groomed and trained. 

Making a cat or dog picture album is an activity anyone can enjoy. It is fun to 
watch the magazines for suitable pictures, and even the youngest member of the family 
can join in the game. The resulting album can be either extremely simple or else 
elaborate, depending on the amount of time you can give as adviser to the "art and 
production department." 

Horses 
If there was ever the possibility of a waning of interest in horses in this machine 

age of ours, that prospect vanished when television brought Western movies with their 
hard-riding cowboys into the home. Life on a ranch with horses became the dream of 
countless city-dwelling girls and boys, and children who had the opportunity to ride felt a 
new appreciation of that privilege. 

Fortunately it is not necessary to live on a ranch to have a personal acquaintance 
with horses. There are numerous farms where we may see different breeds of horses, 
and rodeos and horse shows are held throughout the country. In some cities there are 
the magnificent steeds of mounted police, as well as riding horses in the parks. In at 
least a few communities, the plodding horse of the milkman still survives. 

HORSEBACK RIDING 
A resident of a large city had a young daughter who regularly "galloped' rather 

than walked along the street. This was a real worry to her parents, as the girl had a heart 
condition which ruled out strenuous activity. After many attempts to dissuade her, her 
mother happened to ask why she galloped. Her daughter's answer was a matter-of-fact 
"I'm riding my horse." Mother and doctor then got together on the happy solution of 
providing limited riding lessons which actually benefited the girl's health. 

When a boy or girl is given an opportunity to ride, an understanding of the 
background of the horse is genuinely valuable; for some of the animal's qualities and 
reactions are easily traceable to its wild ancestors. When startled, a horse shies in the 
way a wild horse would from a suddenly discovered enemy. The wise rider, therefore, 
speaks in a confident and encouraging voice to his shying horse instead of scolding or 
hitting him. 

When a horse lays his ears flat back, it is a warning that he is angry. The ears 
may also be an indication of a horse's character. The horse with ears drooped or turned 
back is likely to be treacherous, whereas quick-moving ears are a sign of a particularly 
sensitive nature. A good horse has ears pointed upward or forward. He also has a broad 
space between the eyes, and his head is high between the ears. 

A HORSE'S TEETH TELL ITS AGE 
The child who feeds a horse discovers that it is wise to offer lumps of sugar in an 

open palm rather than grasped in his finger tips. A horse can crop grass even more 
closely than a cow, thanks to his large incisor teeth. These teeth might easily nip the 
fingers with the sugar. 

It is by these incisors that an experienced horseman can estimate the age of a 
horse. As the teeth develop, annual growth rings are formed in them. (The effect is 
somewhat like that of growth rings in a tree trunk.) As the teeth wear with age, these 
rings become clearly visible. The time-honored warning not to look a gift horse in the 
mouth is based on this revelation of the animal's age by the state of its teeth. 



Behind the incisors is a bare space which allows for the placing of a bit, and 
behind this are six molars on each side of each jaw. When a male horse is about three 
years old, canine teeth appear behind the incisors-four in all. In a mare these canines 
are generally small or completely missing. 

HOW HORSES RUN 
Would-be cowboys and cowgirls thrill to the pounding of hoofs as horses gallop 

across the plains. They may notice that during a gallop the horse is completely off the 
ground for a moment after each spring forward. The animal makes each spring from one 
of his fore feet and lands on the hind foot of the opposite side of his body. Just before 
this "pair" of feet touches the earth the other two are coming up again, so that the body 
is in the air with all legs bent beneath. 

When a horse is walking, two or more of his feet are always on the ground. The 
order of their progression is right hind foot, right fore foot, left hind foot, left fore foot. In a 
canter the same rotation of feet is used, but the motion is of course much more rapid. 
When the horse trots, each diagonal pair of legs is alternately raised and put forward. 

THE HORSE'S WILD RELATIVES 
A well-groomed horse is sleek, glossy, and thoroughly "civilized" in appearance, 

but an animal that has been running in the pasture all winter long presents a very 
different picture. Like all wild horses, which grow a thick covering of hair during cold 
weather, he has a shaggy coat. They shed this hair in the springtime. 

Wild horses still exist in limited numbers. These include the so-called tarpans of 
Mongolia and Central Asia, which, though smaller than domesticated horses, are strong 
and of stocky build. 

There are still herds of half-wild horses on our western prairies, descendants 
from horses brought to Mexico by Cortez and to Florida by De Soto. Some of these 
imports from Spain strayed from their masters and roamed far and wide over the new 
continent. Eventually members of the two groups met and mated, and before long 
thousands of unbridled horses added a colorful note to the American scene. 
Comparatively few survive in the wild state today; and of this remnant, many are 
captured by ranch owners, branded, and then released. We generally speak of these 
animals as "mustangs." 

As for "bronco," this is not a name for a special breed, but rather a generic term 
applied to any wild American horse that is captured and trained for man's use. Today's 
broncos are usually born of domesticated horses, then turned loose and allowed to run 
wild until they reach the age of usefulness. 

The African zebras, members of the horse family, have resisted all attempts to 
domesticate them. By way of contrast Shetland ponies, which still run wild on Shetland 
and other islands about a hundred miles north of Scotland, are valuable pack animals 
and trustworthy pets. 

THOROUGHBREDS AND OTHER POPULAR BREEDS 
Even when many groups of horses still lived in the wild state, men in diverse 

lands were busy breeding the animals for specialized uses. To these efforts we owe 
such breeds as the German coach horse, the Belgian saddle horse, the American 
saddle horse. Especially notable breeds were developed in England, among them the 
thoroughbred, which became so famous as a horse of high quality that people began to 
use the term incorrectly, saying "thoroughbred" when they meant "purebred." (A 



purebred animal is one which has known and recorded ancestry and represents but one 
breed.) 

Thoroughbreds excel in running, and the finest race horses are of this breed. All 
our thoroughbreds nowadays are descended from three horses brought to England more 
than two hundred years ago-two of them Arabian steeds, the remaining one Turkish. 

Arabian Horses: Originally Arabian horses were creatures of the desert and, as 
such, needed little food and water. So great was the dependence of the Arabs hundreds 
of year ago on their horses that they bred the animals with great care, raised them 
virtually as members of the family, and trained them like children. The result after several 
generations was one of the most remarkable triumphs of domestication-a truly great 
breed, outstanding in appearance, intelligence and performance. Not the least value of 
the Arabian horse lies in its contribution to new breeds-the thoroughbred, for example. 

THE HUMBLE DONKEY AND MULE 
Children know donkeys as amusingly stubborn creatures. Though these relatives 

of the horse often do display rather difficult temperament, they are valuable as beasts of 
burden in arid regions, and for the breeding of mules (a mule being the offspring of a 
male donkey and a mare.) Donkeys are descended from wild asses which were tamed 
and used in Egypt before the horse became domesticated. In its size, short hair and 
other less noticeable features, an ass bears a closer resemblance to the zebra than to 
the horse. It even has a tendency to show stripes on the legs. 

Mules are larger than donkeys, and shaped more like horses. Still, with their long 
ears, small hoofs, and large heads, they rather resemble donkeys. They are also 
considered valuable as pack animals, being noted for their sureness of foot and their 
great powers of endurance. As a rule, they cannot reproduce their kind. 

Cattle 
About the first thing a toddler learns about cattle is that "cows say moo," and that 

cows give milk. The cow thereupon becomes an impressive figure, milk being the most 
important and most frequent item in a child's diet. Even a child of five is more likely than 
not to tell you gravely that "milk gives vitamins." His older brother is interested in cows 
too-but mainly because they are the pawns in our televised folklore of ranchers and 
rustlers. 

COWS FOR MILK 
Man has developed all the varieties of domesticated cattle from wild species of 

Asia and Europe. It took many generations of selective breeding to achieve such 
marvels as the Holstein cow, which can produce its weight in milk in two weeks, and the 
Jersey, which gives more than five thousand pounds of rich milk in a year) Other noted 
dairy breeds are the Guernsey, Ayrshire, and brown Swiss cows. 

There are certain features by which you can recognize a good milch cow. These 
include: the head high between the eyes, which should be clear, large, and placid; a 
large mouth with a muscular lower jaw; a deep wide chest, hips much broader than the 
shoulders, and a large, well-supported abdomen. As you would expect, the udder should 
be large and its four quarters of equal size. 

CATTLE FOR BEEF  
Aside from the cattle bred for milk production, there are the breeds designed as 

beef factories. Among the best known of these are the Hereford, Aberdeen-Angus, 



Galloway, and Shorthorn. You can see many contrasts between them and the milch 
cows. The beef cattle are big and full across the back and have thick, short necks. (You 
will notice that the milch cow has a thin, fine neck.) The shape of the body is markedly 
different in these groups: The milch cow's body is oval and the outline of her body sags 
in front of the hips, whereas the meat animal tends more to a square-shaped body and 
its back is straight from neck to tail. 

HOW MILK IS PRODUCED 
Most city children do not get to see cows very often, so it is not surprising that 

they develop some strange notions about how cows give milk. For one thing, the supply 
of milk seems as constant as water flowing from a tap. Another misconception has 
turned up since the homogenizing process became widespread; many children believe 
that milk is originally produced in that state. And I am probably not the only one who has 
heard a small child wondering what kind of cows give chocolate milk! 

Despite the way in which man has disrupted the animal's natural processes, a 
cow still produces milk as nourishment for her own offspring. Her supply of milk is of 
course most abundant soon after a calf is born. Under normal conditions she would go 
dry as soon as the young one could turn to other feeds, but a domestic cow that is 
milked continuously may give milk for almost a year. The quantity decreases, however, 
after six to eight months, and the cow must be bred again to renew the milk supply. A 
wise dairyman does not expect cows to produce constantly, and gives them a rest of at 
least six weeks every year. 

HOW COWS EAT 
If your child watches a horse and cow grazing, he may observe as he looks on 

that the horse is pulling his head in whereas the cow is pushing her head forward. These 
distinctive eating habits are no accident; they are determined by each animal's mouth 
and teeth formations. 

A cow has eight front teeth on her lower jaw, with only a horny pad above them. 
While grazing, she runs her tongue out, seizes a clump of grass, and closes her upper 
lip tightly over it. A forward thrust of her head then causes the teeth below to cut or tear 
the grass from its roots. Thus she always eats "away from herself." 

The horse cannot gather grass with his tongue, but he can use his flexible upper 
lip to grasp it. He has both upper and lower teeth and, taking the grass between these 
two rows, he cuts it by pulling his head back. Thus a horse always eats "toward himself." 

There is another striking difference in the eating habits of horses and cows. A 
horse chews as it grazes. The cow uses a different technique, due to the fact that 
instead of one stomach, she has four! She swallows the grass exactly as it is cut, and 
the unchewed food goes directly into her first stomach. Later the food progresses to the 
second stomach, where it is formed into cud balls in a convenient size for chewing. 
When the cow lies down, this food is brought back to the mouth. She chews her cud 
contentedly with her grinding teeth until it is ready to be swallowed. It then passes to her 
third and fourth stomachs, where it is digested. 

Mammals equipped to eat in this fashion are known as "ruminants." They include 
sheep, deer, antelope, and camels. In the wild state, the ruminants' technique is a 
definite protection, for they can graze rapidly in the open (where flesh-eating beasts 
might prey upon them), and then retire to a sheltered area to continue their meal in 
comparative safety. 



HOW CATTLE EXPRESS THEMSELVES 

Though their domestication goes back through countless generations, cattle still 
reveal traces of their wild ancestry. Their vocal expressions are akin to those of cattle 
still living in the wild state. The bull gives a sullen roar when he is angry. The cow moos 
gently to her calf, and the lowing sound so characteristic of late afternoon in dairy farm 
country is the call of the herd-the call which kept members of a group together when 
they were in the natural state. 

Though the adult cow gives the impression of being the most phlegmatic of 
creatures, few animals are more frolicsome than a calf. Even cows sometimes forget 
their dignity, kicking up their heels exuberantly as the tail is held aloft. In bulls the instinct 
for battle is still strong. Those living in the wild state use their vicious horns not so much 
against other animals as against rival bulls that attempt to displace them as master of a 
harem. 

GOOD HEARERS AND SMELLERS 
Cattle have a keen sense of hearing, benefiting from the fact that they can turn 

their ears in any direction. Their sense of smell is also excellent: The moist, sensitive 
nose is equally well adapted for picking up the scent of an enemy or deciding if food is 
properly edible. 

TAIL-SWITCHING 
As the cow is such an emphatic tail switcher, an observer might read into the 

action those meanings which apply to the tail movements of a dog or cat. However, the 
tail has nothing to do with a cow's emotions; it is an efficient fly-brush and swatter, and 
without it a cow would be miserably at the mercy of these ubiquitous insects. 

Goats-They Don't Eat Cans 
Children are usually amused as well as impressed by the fact that goats will eat 

anything, but one young girl I know was more impressed than amused. Lying on the 
grass reading one fine afternoon, she was so absorbed in her story that she paid no 
attention to a gentle tugging at her braided hair. Suddenly she realized that a goat was 
thoughtfully chewing one of the braids! 

This seemingly fantastic willingness to "try anything once" in the way of food 
begins to make more sense when a child realizes that in the wild state goats must 
subsist on the most meager resources. As moss, lichens, and bits of vegetation are the 
best fare to be found high on the rocky mountain slopes where goats live, it is hardly 
surprising that they are not very "choosy" about what they introduce to their digestive 
systems. There is a popular fallacy that goats eat tin cans. What they really enjoy eating 
is the glue from the paper labels on the cans. 

GOATS ARE USEFUL ANIMALS 
By means of selective breeding, man has developed goats to serve him in more 

ways than one. He uses the Angora and Cashmere for their hair, which is woven into 
very fine fabrics. Another type, the short-hair goat, yields a good meat supply, and still 
another group is valued for its milk. 

These three kinds of goats have served people all over the world, and today milk 
goats are found in every part of the United States. Many belong to commercial dairies, 
but probably half of our goat population is made up of "back yard" residents. A great 



point in their favor is that they can eke out an existence even when the food supply is at 
its scantiest. 

Goat milk is superior to cow's milk for two reasons: Goat milk is digested more 
quickly and completely, and it is safe without pasteurization. Its taste, slightly different 
from that of cow's milk, is preferred by some people but is displeasing to others. Goats 
do not get tuberculosis and they are as nearly disease-free as any domestic animal. 

A goat becomes an affectionate pet if it is well treated. When a goat is angry, it 
shows its feelings by shaking its head. It defends itself by butting with its head and 
striking an adversary with its sharp horns. 

Sheep-They Came Down from Mountains 
Like goats, sheep are mountain animals. Even when they are domesticated they 

thrive best in cool dry surroundings. In the wild state they lived in less rugged localities 
than mountain goats do, but on the other hand sheep were able to subsist on pasturage 
that was too thin for cattle. 

The sheep's great wool coat, originally developed as a protection against cold, 
has been particularly exploited in the Merino breed of Spain which produces 
exceptionally fine wool. In England, where mutton is a staple food, such breeds as the 
Dorset and Shropshire are valued for their flesh, although their wool is also used to good 
advantage. 

OBEDIENCE SAVES THE SHEEP 
Most children are familiar with the figure of speech that puts people blindly 

following a leader on the same level with "a lot of sheep." This scornful phrase implies 
that the unquestioning obedience indicates a lack of intelligence; yet in the case of 
sheep the instinct for following has often saved their lives. 

When sheep lived in the wild state, they gathered habitually in flocks to feed, with 
a sentinel always on guard. When this leader spied an approaching enemy or picked up 
his scent, he signaled with a bleat of alarm, then started off with the whole flock 
immediately at his heels. Over difficult terrain, leaping from precipices when necessary, 
leader and flock made their way until they reached a safe retreat. 

The bleating sound for which sheep are noted is their means of keeping in touch 
with each other. In time of danger they are silent; but they have a special bleat when 
they catch sight of an enemy and another one when they come upon water. 

Sheep have keen senses. Their large ears move alertly toward the direction of 
any sound. They can pick up the faintest scent. Their excellent eyes alter according to 
the light conditions. In sunshine the eye is just a narrow slit, showing a yellowish or 
brownish iris; in a dim light the pupil grows larger until it absorbs practically the whole 
eye. 

HOW SHEEP FEED 
The teeth of sheep and goats are alike. There are six rear grinding teeth on each 

side of the upper and lower jaws, and eight incisors on the lower but none on the upper. 
Thus equipped, sheep can crop short grass close to its roots. Because the close 
cropping by sheep may ruin pasture and because sheep droppings render grass 
obnoxious to cattle, sheep herders and cattlemen have had bitter conflicts. In any event, 
sheep and goats manage to be well fed where cattle might starve. Man probably could 
not invent a more efficient self-powered lawn mower! 



Pigs-Smarter Than You Think 
"Dirty pig!" exclaims the tot just learning the names of animals. 

It is a pity that pigs' habits are so generally misunderstood, for actually they are 
rated with the most intelligent, valuable, and interesting of domesticated mammals. The 
notion that they enjoy filthy surroundings is largely the consequence of man's careless-
ness in keeping them. 

The truth is that a pig will keep its own bed clean and neat under the most 
discouraging conditions. The wild hogs of India, for example, make themselves quite 
respectable nests which resemble grass huts-thatched on top and with openings at the 
side. 

The fact that pigs like to wallow in mud is advanced as further evidence that they 
like dirt. The real reason for their wallowing is that the pig, being only sparsely covered 
with hairs and bristles, is a constant victim of flies and other insects. It has no tail, as a 
cow has, to swish these tormentors off, and so its only hope of cleaning itself free of 
pests is to take a mud bath. 

Your child probably shares the general view that the pig's nose is singularly ugly. 
Be that as it may, the nose has many uses and is even comparable to the elephant's 
trunk in its value to its owner. The fleshy covering of the nostrils is a sensitive-feeling 
organ which, especially in the wilds, aids the pig to locate bulbs, acorns, roots, and other 
foods. Besides guiding the pig to food, the nose also serves as a digging tool. Bony 
plates under the flesh give it remarkable strength. 

"Pig eyes," small but gleaming, reflect a good brain, though tame pigs rarely 
have a chance to show how intelligent they are. Wild pigs have large open ears; those of 
tame breeds vary, some being sharp and forward-opening, others lopped. The distinctive 
feature of the male pig's teeth is the upward curve of its upper canines. These tusks, 
especially in the wild boar, make formidable weapons. 

PIG TALK 
Though the squeals and grunts of a pig are anything but musical, they are 

interestingly intelligible to the human ear. You recognize the hunger squeal easily 
enough by its querulous tone, and the terrified squeal of fright is equally unmistakable. It 
does not take you long to distinguish between the grunt of well-fed satisfaction and the 
habitual grunting that echoes wild animal ways. Continuous grunting was once the 
means by which the pig herd kept together. 

PIGS ARE BIG EATERS 
Wild pigs eat almost constantly when food is available, storing up fat to sustain 

them during the winter months. Tame pigs, too, will eat almost anything and really are 
scavengers, nature’s garbage disposal units. The pure American breeds include the 
black and white Poland China and the chestnut or reddish Duroc-Jersey. 

 

 

 

 

 



 


